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The Presidents Report 

 

We have seen some pleasing turnouts on recent tramps,which is pleasing to 

see and makes for a more interesting day with more people to natter to. You 
don’t notice the hills so much when engaged in conservation. The trick is to ask 
the person in front of you a question that needs quite a lot of explaining on their 

part and only the occasional grunt from you in response! Numbers at recent 

club nights have been a bit on the light side however. We have had some 
excellent speakers over the last few months, so do try and make the effort to 

attend. 

Your 2017 sub is now due. Please find later in this magazine details of payment 
required. It is preferable that your sub is paid by Direct Credit, but don’t forget to 
put your “name – sub” in the payment details.  A reasonable percentage (40% 
to be precise) of your sub gets paid to FMC (Federated Mountain Club) our 

national body who works hard to be our voice on all range of matters relating to 
our wonderful backcountry that we as trampers enjoy so much. We have 

received a letter from FMC to advise that their fees (payable per WADTC 

membership) have risen to $15.. This is a substantial jump (percentage wise), 

but has come about as a result of no fee increases since 1996. I can’t help but 
think incremental increases are more palatable than a50% increase every 20 

years. As a committee, we have decided not to pass on this increase to our 

members for the current sub that is due, but will look at this over the next year 

when considering the 2019 sub. 

As a club we support “Friends of Arataki” and endorse the good work they do in 
the Waitakere ranges. I enjoyed reading an article in one of their recent 

magazines about the Pou’s out west. You might have seen some of these 
magnificent carvings dotted around the ranges (including the one at the 

Karamatura carpark were we commenced our tramp last Sunday). With the 

permission of Yvonne Pivac (President of Friends of Arataki) this magazine 

carries the story behind the Pous. Keep an eye out for them, they are 
magnificent works of art. 

Our AGM is not far off. A couple of the current committee would like to step 
down, so we need a couple of members to step up and take their place. Many 

hands make light work and some new blood is always good for any 

organisation. 

Happy Tramping! 

Peter 
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Activities 

 

16 April                           Easter Weekend 

 
There is no club organised tramp for the long weekend. 
If anyone wishes to do an impromptu walk, just contact club members and 
meet at Glen Eden as usual. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

18 April  (TUESDAY)            Club Night– Healthier Streams 
 
7.30pmKelstonCommunity Centre Cnr Great North Road &Awaroa Road 
 
Natalie, an environmental education co-ordinator from Whau River 
Catchment Trust will give a talk on community projects the organisation 
has to create healthier streams. Check out  the website  
www.whauriver.org.nz 
 
This will be very interesting as we all have to make an effort to protect 
these valuable assets of nature.  
 
As usual there will be supper afterwards and a chance to catch up with 
fellow trampers & friends. 
 
 

23 April                                          Piha 
8.30am 
 
Grade: Moderate – Time 4-5 hours 
 
 Fare members $5 non members $10 
 
We will start from walking up the Piha Valley to Centennial Quarry, up 
to Maungaroa Lookout Track & then along Maungaroa Ridge Track.  
Some steep sections along the ridge track and mostly walking in bush. 
 
Leader:  Mandy Adams   P:  021 177 6057      E: mand@ihug.co.nz 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.whauriver.org.nz/
mailto:mand@ihug.co.nz
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28 April   (Friday)                              Gibbs Farm 
 
Note:  No meeting at Glen Eden 
  
Today we will travel to the open air sculpture park at Gibbs Farm.  This 
amazing farm sculpture park is always a good day out.  Meet at 
Kaukapaka Hall, 947 Kaipara Coast Highway at 9.30 (approximately 
one hour from Henderson) and carpool to the entrance.  (I have 
entrance tickets for each driver.)  Numbers are restricted to 20 and 
bookings with the leader are essential.  
The farm is opened from 10am to 2pm.   
  
Cost:  Free entrance                           $10 car share, (if required) and $5 fee for non-members 
 
Contact: Pam Goldie    P: 021 2146457 
 
 
 
 

30 April                       Waitakere Dam 
9.30am 
 
Grade: Moderate/Easy 
 
 Fare members $5 non members $10 
 
Timing: 3 hours 
 
True to form, Dave will allow everyone a bit of a sleep in before taking on 
an easier urban/bush walk starting at the filter station car park top of 
Christians Rd Swanson. 
 
A hop up to the Scenic Drive, then a circuit past the Waitakere Dam, up 
the sealed driveway and over back to the car park via the big kauris. 
 
NB; starting time of 9.30 at Glen Eden or you can meet at the filter station car park top of Christians Rd Swanson by 
10am. 
 
Leader: Dave Spiers    P:8353272      E: spiersy@gmail.com 
 
 

06 May                   Dolphin Theatre – “The Cripple of Inishmaan” 

8.00pm 
 
Billy sees an opportunity to improve his life when he hears that the 
Americans are coming to shoot a film on a nearby island. 
 
We have 15 seats booked at $24 per seat (for 10 or more) 
 
To book, please contact Joy Prebble  8135330 
or joyprebble@xtra.co.nz 
 
Please pay direct to WADTC account  ASB 123034069760400 by 
Monday 1st May and include your name as reference. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:spiersy@gmail.com
mailto:joyprebble@xtra.co.nz
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07 May               Ian Wells & Cutty Grass  
8.30am 
 
Grade: Easy-Moderate 
 
Fare: $5 members $10 non members 
 
We will start at Ian Wells Track which is off Piha Road, parking at the 
Upper Nihotupu parking across the road about 100m up, or park at the 
start of the track, depends how many of us there is. This won't be a long 
day walking up Ian Wells to join Cutty Grass, early lunch at the Alpine 
Sports Club Carpark then return. Expect about 4.5-5hrs. Not ultra 
exciting but Ian Wells has some pretty parts and Cutty Grass is a little 
different from the usual tracks. Be prepared for mud and Cutty Grass 
can get quite slippery if it has been raining.  
 
Leader: Trish Hopkins          P: 0211273862       E: waitakereforever@gmail.com 
 

14  May                           Bethells  -  Wainamu 

8.30am 
 
Grade: Moderate 

Timing: 4-5 hours 
 
Members $6  Non members $11 
 

Bethells tramp, we will do Wainamu Houghton track to the trig and 
back down around the lake. 

Leader: Jill DingleP: 021 294 5700           E: jill.dingle@gmail.com 
 
 

15 May                               Club Night -  AGM 2017 
 
7.30pmKelstonCommunity Centre Cnr Great North Road &Awaroa Road 
 
It’s that time of the year again where we can have our say and nominate great people to represent the club. A 
couple of current members will be standing down and we need some more members to step and fill these roles.  
 
 
 

21 May                             Nihotupu Dam 
8.30am 
 
Grade: Moderate 
 
 Fare members $5 non members $10 
 
Timing: 5+ hours 
 

Starting from the picnic area at the foot of Lower Nihotupu dam after 
a short climb we have a steep hill, we cross a couple of streams to 
Nihotupu Ridge track junction then onto Panto track for 3.1k to join 
the Farley Track 3.2k which then loops back onto the beginning of 
Parau track.  

 

Leader:Sandra Everitt    P: 827 7849   021 980 731  E:sandraeveritt@hotmail.com 

 
 

mailto:waitakereforever@gmail.com
mailto:jill.dingle@gmail.com
mailto:sandraeveritt@hotmail.com
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28  May                       Whatipu  -  Kura Track 

8.30am 
 
Grade: Moderate/Difficult 

Timing: 4+ hours 
 
Members $6  Non members $11 
 

From the top of Whatipu Road we will follow the Omanawanui track 
along the rocky ridge, passing some steep drops and rock climbing 
over a couple of high points. Some steep climbs and descents, 
particularly west of the trig point. From the last high point we will 
drop down to Whatipu Beach. 

From the beach we will walk the Kura track making a good loop walk 
of around 4 hours.  

Leader: Annette Ellis     P: 827 6303      E:annette239@gmail.com 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

                                    Trip Reports 

Mar 19   Cannibal Creek  Leader Lynne Flood 

Present were Lynne, John, Peter, Colin, Sandra, Jill D, Christine, Louis S, visitor Jan Fitzgerald.  We parked at the 

Kuatika Track at about 9.00 am and walked down Anawhata Road to the road end and down the track to the beach. 

 At the far end of the beach we climbed up through the sand hills to the ridge where we had morning tea, enjoying the 

view of the beach. We continued on a track along the ridge which looked over to Anawhata stream. There was cutty 

grass and some gorse. This track led down to the Kuatika stream and we turned right at the stream and continued 

along here until we came to where the Cannibal creek joins in. We then followed Cannibal creek,which is on the left, 

crossing from time to time in amongst bush and nikaus until we came to the waterfall. John and Colin climbed up. 

 Visitor Jan, gave us a story as to how Cannibal Creek came to be named! We then headed uphill steeply to a rocky 

outcrop where we sat in the sun or shade and lay back and had lunch. It was hard to leave this spot but we knew 

there was still some distance to go. From the lookout we headed back down to Cannibal Creek for another half hour 

and eventually came out on to a vehicle track and we turned right and went steeply up hill. This then followed along 

the ridge and we could see the farmland near to which our cars were parked, still 1 1/2 hours away. We continued on 

the ridge in the cutty grass and young manuka and came out onto the Kuatika track. We headed downhill to the 

Kuatika Stream and then uphill again and down to Anawhata Stream.  From there it was the long uphill back to the 

cars. It was quite hot by this stage and the cars were a welcome sight. I think we arrived at the cars about 2.00. 

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>< 

 

Mar 25/26  Balloons over Hamilton  Leader Peter Tuohy 

As we headed south to Hamilton on the Saturday afternoon a constant line of traffic was heading north for the Adele 

concert. We too, were off to see A Dell, (sorry, forgot – Colin does the jokes around here right?), but our one did not 

charge $300 a head.Come to think of it she did not sing either. 

mailto:annette239@gmail.com
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Having converged at Dell Hood’s house and devoured her lovely 
date loaf, we walked along her street to catch the free bus to the 

Waikato University for the very popular Balloons over Waikato “Night 
Glow” event.  With lots of side shows and food outlets and a live 

band, the crowds were keep entertained until darkness fell and the 

10 or so hot air balloons were inflated which were the backdrop for a 

light and sound type show. The chorography would have taken 

some getting right. Something tells me they had a couple of practice 

runs. After the event, the bus system serving various parts of 

Hamilton was very well organised and we seamlessly got another 

free ride almost to Dell’s door. Now I know what it feels like to be a 

Gold Card holder.  

As those present were all cyclists, our Sunday tramp turned into a 

Sunday cycle, again commenced from Dell’s doorstep. How 
convenient. The northern end of the TeAwa trail starts just down the 

road from Dell’s house. What a lovely ride and a new one for all of 

us. A good variety of bush, parks, riverside paths and a small amount of road cycling on very quiet country roads. 

Being pretty flat, anyone one who can ride a bike could manage this trail of about 10km each direction.  

With our cycle only taking half a day, a couple of us added in a circuit of Hamilton Lake (3.5km) on foot, swinging by 

the (rather expensive) café enroute. The return journey was a bit of a trial with yet another stream of traffic heading to 

Auckland to the next Adele concert resulting in a 3 hour crawl home. 

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>< 

Apr 02   Titirangi Coastal Walk  Leader Val Ellis 
 
Seventeen of us met at 66 Avonleigh Road (Pinesong) Green Bay and walked up to 75 Takahe Rd to start the track 
down to Maori Bay. The track was overgrown as not maintained by Council – locals prefer it this way. The track was 
slippery & a couple of fallen trees to climb over. A pretty track with native trees and ferns. Thirty minutes later we were 
at isolated Maori Bay, a short water stop and onto Wood Bay and French Bay. 800 Words was filmed here at the 
Yacht Club and is shown on TV One, Wednesdays. A welcomed tea break and then off around the point to Davies 
Bay. Tide was still out so we continued onto secluded Jenkins Bay, my second visit there. I have lived in this area for 
40 years and still finding unvisited tracks. We had another well deserved break before the long walk up South Titirangi 
Road to the Village. Some of us returned to the cars, others enjoyed a stop at Stripes for a milk shake. An enjoyable 
walk, a first for the club, muddy in places but picturesque with bush down to the beaches. Weather was fine and 
muggy. A big group and we hope to see the 5 non members, Brad, Heather, Sarah, Lynn and Anne out again. Thanks 
to fellow trampers for their help and leadership. Sandra, Evelyn, Marcia, George, Johnathan, Malcolm, Jim, Lynne, 
Shirley, Colin and Bronwyn. 
 

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>< 

Apr 9   Huia, Fletcher, Karamatura Tracks   Leader Denise Vazey 

 

The rain had cleared on the Sunday and it was great to have a group of 15 turn to do the tramp. 

It was uphill at least for the first hour which tested the fitness of some of us. We had a well 

deserved break at the Karamatura Track junction. It was here we spotted two of the beautiful 
brilliant blue fungi werewere-kōkako (Entoloma hochstetteri).   We then we made our way up to 

the top of Mt Donald McLean (389m) where we took in the great views of the Manukau & had 

our lunch.  

We returned along the Karamatura track down by the waterfall and stream. This is 

part of the Hillary Trail.  

Most of us stopped at the Huia Cafe on the way home for ice creams and coffee. 

Thanks to Val and Louis S for being tail Charlies and Sandra for doing the recce 

with me. Trampers on the day were, Annette, Sandra, Val, Louis S, Louis A, Lynne, 

Trish, Shirley O, Shirley B, Peter, Fumiko, Phil and new comers Bronwyn and 

Eleanor.  
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                                        Advance Notices 

Annual Subscription 2017/2018 -  $25.00 

Subscriptions are due on 1
st
 April 2017 and are payable no later than 31

st
 May 2017. 

 
Veteran Members who have been financial members of the Club for twenty one years or more 

have the option to pay only $15.00. 
 

IF PAYMENT IS NOT RECEIVED BY 31
ST

 May 2017 a penalty of $5 will be added to the amount due. 
 

Post your cheque, including your name and any changes to your address, phone numbers or email 
to -  West Auckland District Tramping Club (Inc), 

P.O. Box 20-058 
Glen Eden 0641 

 
Payment can also be made by Direct Credit to WADTC – 

 

ASB  12 3034 0697604  00 
 

Please include your name. 
 

If you do not wish to renew your membership, please advise the Treasurer on 835 4405. 

 

                                     Items of Interest 

Milford Track 17 March 2017 – Trish Hopkins 

I had always said I wouldn’t do this iconic Tramp because of all the tourists but it got a bit embarrassing admitting to 

visitors to our beautiful country that I hadn’t done it. So last March Val Ellis and I headed to Te Anau to complete the 
Milford Track.  Val has done it before many years ago and told me it was definitely worth it so off we went.  As a few of 

you may know the bad weather seems to follow me in Fiordland and sure enough the day we were supposed to start 

the track….closed because of flooding!  We spent 3 sodden days in Howden Hut instead.Never one to give up once I 

had decided on something as soon as bookings opened I grabbed hut tickets for March 2017, this time by myself.  

Flew to Queenstown then bus to Te Anau, beautiful weather (just like last year ……hmmmm).  Night in Te Anau then 
“hooray” bus picked us up at 9.30am to go to the boat at Te Anau Downs and start our adventure.  Surprisingly in our 

group all but one French couple and one young American couple were Kiwis! I was quite surprised to hear about the 

history surrounding the track and men who forged it, so much more to it than I had realised. Our first point of interest 

was the Cross that has been erected on rocks in the Lake where Quintin MacKinnon’s boat was found wrecked, his 
body never found. After that we passed an island where there is a very strict speed limit because of caves, more like 

rock overhangs, where Maori used to shelter and items of cultural significance have been found.  It was all quite eerie 

and really set the tone for a great trip. 
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We landed at Glade Wharf and had a pretty mild but very pretty 5km walk along the banks of the Clinton River to 

Clinton Hut, lots of Tomtits following along. The water was so clear you could see every rock at the bottom, beautiful. 

Once at the hut (of course I was first to arrive) I dropped my gear and went back to do a short side walk around 

wetlands.  

Day 2 was 16.5km to Mintaro Hut. I’m always an early bird so I headed out at dawn. I like to be ahead of other 
trampers because you get to see all the birds and creatures on the track before all the talkers start walking.   It’s 
amazing what you can see if you are walking quietly. There was a lot of cloud and mist over the mountains but it was 

warm and no rain. I met lots of Weka, the birds here are all used to trampers and quite unafraid, one Weka even 

followed me when I went to sit down for lunch. My next close encounter was when I was crossing a bridge and saw a 

Kea sitting on a rock just above a Whio. I stopped to watch them and the Kea decided to fly a few circles over me.  I 

started to walk off the bridge after a while and the Kea landed on the hand rail right where I had been so I stopped to 

have a chat. Made my day 😊 

                                                   

Day 3, MacKinnon Pass, easy peasy thinks Trish. Another early start, the climb up to the pass at 1154m was zig zag 

all the way, again the most amazing scenery, finally to the pass itself with the early morning sun and looking over the 

other side to the valley we were heading for. The climb was a little demanding, right up my alley but down the other 

side was treacherous!   

 

                                                  

Quite steep with loose rock most of the way down and you had to watch your feet or break an ankle. You could feel 

the back of your calves start to seize up as the day wore on then to top it off STEPS at the bottom to get around the 

river…...I don’t like steps!The river here was truly lovely, amazing striations and markings that don’t look real in a 
photo. 

                                                

Got to the hut about 1.30pm so once again dropped my gear, grabbed some water and a snack and retraced my steps 

for an hour to take a side trip to go look at Sutherland Falls, 580mtr waterfall and a pair of Paradise Ducks.  Everyone 

in the hut had tired legs that night and a few had blisters that needed attention. Was a hard and wonderful day. 

Day 4 Dumpling Hut to Sandfly Point. They had extra pick up times at Sandfly Point because they only had one 

smaller boat operating and were hoping to relieve pressure on the 2pm and 3pm trips, so a number of us got up in the 

dark and hit the track wearing our head torches.  A group of 8 were ahead of me by about 15mins so it was lovely and 

peaceful when I headed off.  During the night we had heard Kiwi and 5mins up the track I saw movement just beyond 

the light of my torch, I stopped and there right in the middle of the track was a lovely chubby Kiwi.  He walked slowly 
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toward me pecking at the ground (he knew I was there but didn’t worry at all), then walked past me almost touching 

my leg.  First Kiwi I had seen in the wild, it has been so lovely to see all the birds happily going about their business 

not concerned about pesky humans. The track follows the Arthur River and there are heaps of things to look at, the 

MacKay Falls and Bell Rock which is a hollow rock you can actually climb under and stand up in, and of course my 

little favorite (tongue in cheek here), Poseidon Creek…. Really? This would be a river in Waitakere! Meanwhile I 
caught up to and passed the 8 earlier walkers. Next was climbing the track that had been cut out of the cliff by two 

men using explosives and HAND rock cutting tools. You can still see a few holes they cut to put the explosive in and 

they carved their names in the rock at the top of the climb, I can’t remember their names and the carving has 
deteriorated over the many years but it certainly makes you appreciate the work they did while walking up the path. 

Then Lake Ada where there are 800yr old tree stumps throughout the lake, another cool thing to look at and be 

amazed! 

                                                            

The last 30mins the rain finally came but by this time I was on the last 3km which had been upgraded by prison labour 

1890-1892.  Yep 2yrs to widen and level 3km.  Needless to say that experiment was deemed a failure. Last stop 

Sandfly Point….Bus to Queenstown, straight to Devil Burgers and a lovely hot hot shower. A Track with history you 
can feel in your bones, I didn’t think it was a spectacular as Routeburn as you round the corner from Harris Lake tosee 

the Darren Mountains covered in snow but such a different atmosphere a must to do!!            

          

 
 <><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><> 

A Hillary Trail Experience    Lyndell and Ralph Lyon 
 
For a year or two we had been toying with the idea of doing the Hillary Trail even though we had probably walked 
most of the tracks with the club at some time. 
For us, enjoying our tramping experiences is taking a higher priority, so the aim was to carry less, not have the days 
too long and preferably have a roof over our head at night. Eventually we arrived at a plan that broke the trail up into 
six roughly more equal days of around 5 to 6 hrs with accommodation at the end of each day and without a 26.5 km 
and 10 to 12hr last day. It also avoided the need to carry a tent and cooking gear etc. provided that we could book 
accommodation where we needed it on the days we needed it, which required a bit of co-ordination. 
 
For our tramp we were joined by a couple, Jos and Tony, from the walking group that Lyndell goes out with on 
Mondays so that we had a party of four with two couples which was convenient for the purposes of accommodation 
and transport. We chose to do the tramp at the end of March when we thought the tracks would normally be not too 
muddy and the days not too hot. 
 
Day 1  Saturday 25

th
 March  Arataki to Huia Lodge 12.7 kms 

Meeting up at our night five accommodation at Bethells/Te Henga we left one car there and squeezed the four of us 
with our packs into the other car to drive to Arataki and start the walk. The route on this day is mainly downhill with just 
a few climbs on well graded and gravelled tracks and dam roads. It is desirable to arrive at the Huia Road near low 
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tide to avoid an unpleasant and hazardous road walk around to Karamatura. Having collected the key we were settled 
into the Huia Lodge after about 5.1/2 hours. Overall a pleasant day with just a sprinkling of rain.  
With the rain overnight including some very heavy showers we were glad to have a roof over our heads. 
 
Day 2  Huia Lodge to Whatipu 10.4 kms 
Despite being a relatively short day in terms of distance (10.4kms) this day proved to be one of our more taxing days 
due to the contours and the nature and conditions of the tracks such as 
the Karamatura and Omanawanui tracks combined with the wet 
weather. As we arrived at Whatipu I discovered with consternation that 
the sole of my left boot was detaching itself. Ideas of getting home to 
pick up replacement boots were swapped for binding the boot up with 
duct tape borrowed from the manager of Whatipu Lodge. We stayed in 
the Whatipu Bach here. 
 
Day 3  Whatipu to Karekare 10.5  kms 
There are several places on the Hillary Trail where there is the potential 
to be stopped by a stream in flood with the Pararaha being one of them. 
Fortunately there was not too much rain overnight. We made good time 
along the Gibbons Track to the top of the extensively upgraded Muir 
Track that however still has the rocky section with a chain. After 
crossing the Pararaha Stream with no problems in ankle deep water we followed the version of the Hillary Trail that 
included the Buck Taylor and Zion Hill route whereas the latest version now follows the beach from the Pararaha to 
Karekare.  
At Karekare, Keith, from Lone Kauri Lodge met us to take us to the Lodge. 
Whilst we were there Keith put seven screws into the sole of my boot and these combined with the duct tape held it 
together for the rest of the tramp. 
 
Day 4  Karekare to Piha 11 kms 
Dropped off back at Karekare we had a day with great views as we 
ascended the Comans Track onto the Mercer Bay Loop Track where we 
met a police search and rescue team using a drone to search the cliffs 
faces. 
Four road sections and another six tracks took us to the Piha Store 
where we were again collected by Keith and taken back to the comforts 
of Lone Kauri Lodge. 
A sunny, pleasant day and generally an easy and relaxed one (or were 
we just getting fitter?) 
 
Day 5  Piha to Bethells but stopped by the Anawhata Stream so 4.7 
kms to Craw Campsite 
During the night it rained and in the morning after Keith dropped us back at the Piha Store we set off in steady rain 
that continued as we splashed across the Marawhara Stream and climbed the Whites Track to Anawhata Road. By 
the time we started to descend the Kuataika Track the rain had eased to a drizzle however after the paddock and 
gravelled section of the track it took serious concentration and effort to avoid slipping over on the long descent. The 
Gentil Stream, usually probably hardly noticeable, was running calf deep and our first glimpse of the Anawhata Stream 
convinced us there was no way we would be crossing it as it raced down swollen and discoloured. 
Fortunately Keith had offered assistance if we needed it and after we retreated to the Craw Campsite we contacted 
him and he kindly picked us up and dropped us off at Arataki as he headed for New Lynn. Picking up the car at Arataki 
we drove to our night’s accommodation at Bush Sand and Sea B&B. We decided that evening to see if we could stay 
another night in this accommodation and go back to do the Anawhata Road 
to Bethells section having given the stream time to drop while we were 
walking the Bethells to Muriwai section.  
 
We subsequently received an email with photos of a flooded Whatipu carpark 
with a comment from a ranger that it was the worst he had seen it in 30yrs. 
 
Day 6   Bethells /Te Henga to Muriwai 15 kms 
After an early breakfast we set off from the Lake Wainamu parking area onto 
the 8 km Te Henga Walkway and heading for Muriwai via Constable Road, 
Oaia Road and a series of short tracks near Muriwai that took us past the 
gannet colony and down to the finish at the south end of Muriwai Beach. 
In kilometres this was our second longest section of the trail but mostly 
relatively straight forward going in substantially fine weather. We had not 
encountered many people on the tracks but as we were having lunch along the way it was good to be greeted by Joy 
Coster going past with a WOPS group. 
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Day 7  Anawhata Road to Bethells /Te Henga additional day to complete the trail 12.5 kms 
Having two cars available we left one at the Lake Wainamu car park and travelled in the other to start our walk from 
the Craw Campsite. This time the Anawhata Stream was running clear and much lower and we were able to pick our 
way across a line of rocks with only our legs and boots getting wet again. Although the Kuataika Track climbs steeply 
from the stream it is a pleasant track and we enjoyed a break at the Kuataika Trig before continuing on to the 
Wainamu Junction and down the rough, muddy and slippery Houghton Track to go around Lake Wainamu and on to 
the carpark. 
 
Our comments on the trip 
We enjoyed the whole trip and found that this multi day tramp was a different experience of the Waitakere Ranges and 
changed our appreciation and perception of the ranges as well as giving us those feelings of peaceful relaxation that 
you can get in natural surroundings away from every day distractions despite being so close to Auckland. 
 
We were fortunate to find friendly and very helpful accommodation hosts who added to our enjoyment of the trail. 
Unfortunately for anyone who might be planning to do the trail we were the second to last guests that the Lone Kauri 
Lodge would have as the owners are selling the property and moving up to Waipu. 
 
Our accommodation costs for the trip with our group of two couples worked out at $317.50 per person not including 
the extra night we stayed to complete the section where we were stopped by the Anawhata Stream on our first 
attempt. 
 
The Auckland Council Hillary Trail booklet is a useful guide. 
 
If you are thinking of doing the trail you are welcome to contact us as we can probably give you some more 
information from our investigations into accommodation options and a few ideas from our experiences. 
 
Lyndell and Ralph 

 
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><> 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Pou Heritage Trail Project 
 
This Pou Heritage Trail project was initiated by Friends of Arataki in 2001 anda partnership was formed with the then 
Auckland Regional Council and localiwi TeKawerau a Maki. 
The vision was to erect pou on sites that have been identified as havingsignificant Maori and European history and 
creating a Pou Heritage Trailthroughout the Waitakere Ranges Regional Parkland. 
 
Representatives of the three groups visited and identified the sites  andTeKawerau a Maki developed designs which 
incorporated Maori Legends relating to the six sites. 
 
Funding was initially raised from the Regional Arts and Culture Funding Scheme and this provided the funds to source 
and extract the kauri and to  complete two pou at Cornwallis and Karekare. 
 
The first pou of the Pou Heritage Trail was erected at Cascade Kauri in 2002.  
The pou is a guardian to the area and symbolises the importance of the Waitakere Ranges known to local Maori as 
'TeWaonui a Tiriwa'. Tiriwa is an early ancestor of TeKawerau a Maki.  
This pou was funded by Montana and unveiled in conjunction with the opening of the Montana Trail. 
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The second pou was unveiled at Cornwallis in September 2002 and depicts Hape,  an early Tupuna of TeKawerau a 
Maki, and local taniwha the guardians of the Manukauharbour. Karang-a-hape is the Maori name for Cornwallis and 
Karangahape road was originally part of a Maori trail from Karang-a-hape into Tamaki makarau or Auckland. 
 
The third pou was unveiled at Karekare in March 2003. Known to Maori as 'Wai Karekare' 'the bay of boisterous seas' 
it is recognised as a special place that is enjoyed and respected by all. The pou depicts Kowhatukiteuru who built the 
main Pa, Te Kaka Whakaara, on a large outcrop of rock to help and protect the settlements that were there. That 
outcrop is known today as 'The Watchman'. 
 
The fourth pou was unveiled at Karamatura in December 2006.  
This place was known to Maori as Kaingamaturi-'dwelling place of the deaf'. 
The pou depicts the two lovers that eloped and hid behind a waterfall where they became deaf from the roaring 
waters. It also acknowledges this area as a meeting place of local iwi for seasonal shark fishing. 
 
This pou was completed from funds raised from Friends membership and volunteers raising funds at events, and 
running BBQs and cake stalls. 
 
The fifth pou was unveiled at TeAhua Point in  April 2011.  
This pourecognises the area as one of the oldest settled parts of the Waitakere Ranges.  The pou depicts Hinerangi, a 
Tupuna of TeKawerau a Maki who died on this point after waiting in vain for her husbands return after he had 
tragically drowned. Her face became forever etched into the rock face of the headland on which she sat. It became 
known as 'TeAhua o Hinerangi”(the likeness of Hinerangi) and can be still seen today from the cliffs high above the 
southern end of  TeUnuhanga o Rangitoto(Mercer Bay). 
 
The sixth pou was unveiled at Lake Wainamu in April 2014.  
Behind the pou the Spiral is depicted and acknowledges the many springs in the area and where a ritual was carried 
out to prepare young swimmers before sending them out to gather Kaimoana. 
This pou depicts Kowhatukiteuru who built the pa known as Pa Kowhatu , which stood above Lake Wainamu and is 
one of the few remaining examples of stone Pa in the region. 
 
Community Wellbeing Fund, Creative Communities Fund, The Trusts 
Charitable Foundation and the Friends of Arataki provided the funds for TeAhua Point Pou and the Lake 
WainamuPou. 
 
The seventh site identified as having significant history was the roundabout at Titirangi. The proposed pou for that site 
was to tell the origins of the name Titirangi, from the calls of seabirds as they flew from the Manukau to the 
WaitemataHarbour their calls 'titi' coming from the Rangi the sky. 
This pou was not completed as the sculptures that were erected there were originally to be on a temporary basis, 
have now become a permanent fixture.  
 
The pou have all been carved by TeKawerau a Maki carver Sunnah Thompson 
and they are all accompanied by Interpretation Panels which explain the pou and the history surrounding them. 
 
We believe these pou not only help people learn some of the history of the areas but also help develop respect and 
understanding of those areas. 
They also help promote the art and culture of the local iwi TeKawerau a Maki. 
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The Committee including non- committee Assistants( last four). 

 

Peter Tuohy 
 

President 828 3274 tait@slingshot.co.nz 

Jill Engle 
 

Secretary 626 4325 jengle23a@vodafone.co.nz 

Trish Hopkins 
 

Treasurer FMC mag distributor 835 4405 waitakereforever@gmail.com 

Louis Allerby Vice President/Editor 827 9047 louall@xtra.co.nz 
 

Louis Segedin Trip Coordinator 817 6478 
 

louissegedin55@gmail.com 

Colin Spencer 
 

Marketing and 
New Members 

838 5706 
 

bronspen@gmail.com 
 

Shirley Bulog 
 

Club night speakers 810 9303 sbulog@hotmail.com 
 

Chris Green Newsletter printing 838 5888 
 

cogreen@actrix.co.nz 
 

Joy Prebble 
Shirley Bulog 

Social Convenors 
 

813 5330 
810 9303 

Joyprebble@xtra.co.nz 
sbulog@hotmail.com 

Joy Prebble 
 

Supper Host 813 5330 joyprebble@xtra.co.nz 

Geoff Yates 
 

Committee Member 8108456  

Tom Wood Locator Beacon holder 815 5795 trwood@xtra.co.nz 
 

Mark Vazey Gear Steward 8271552 vazey@xtra.co.nz 
 

Miriam Harwood Overdue parties 8189314 m007harwood@gmail.com 
 

Christine Major 
 

Webmaster 3784404 christine.major@clear.net.nz 
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